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Abstract—We consider the problem of jointly testing multiple
hypotheses and estimating a random parameter of the underlying
distribution. This problem is investigated in a sequential setup
under mild assumptions on the underlying random process.
The optimal test minimizes the expected number of samples
while ensuring that the average detection/estimation errors do
not exceed a certain level. After converting the constrained
problem to an unconstrained one, we characterize the general
solution by a non-linear Bellman equation, which is parametrized
by a set of cost coefficients. A strong connection between the
derivatives of the cost function with respect to the coefficients
and the detection/estimation errors of the sequential procedure
is derived. Based on this fundamental property, we further
show that for suitably chosen cost coefficients the solutions of
the constrained and the unconstrained problem coincide. We
present two approaches to finding the optimal coefficients. For
the first approach, the final optimization problem is converted to
a linear program, whereas the second approach solves it with a
projected gradient ascent. To illustrate the theoretical results, we
consider two problems for which the optimal tests are designed
numerically. Using Monte Carlo simulations, it is validated that
the numerical results agree with the theory.
Index Terms—Sequential analysis, joint detection and estimation, multiple hypotheses, stopping time

I

I. I NTRODUCTION

N many applications, hypothesis testing and parameter
estimation occur in a coupled way and both are of equal
interest. More precisely, one has to decide between two or
more hypotheses and, depending on the decision, estimate
one or more, possibly random, parameters of the underlying
distribution. This problem goes back to Middleton et al.,
who initially covered this problem in the late 1960s. In [2],
a Bayesian framework was used to find a jointly optimal
solution. After the extension to multiple hypotheses [3], the
interest in the topic declined in the literature. However, since
2000, the topic regained more attention [4]–[15].
Joint detection and estimation is of particular interest in signal processing and communications. For example, in cognitive
radio, the secondary user has to detect the primary user and
estimate the possible interference such that dynamic spectrum
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access can be performed [16]. In a general communication
setup, one is interested in detecting the presence of a signal
and estimating the channel [15]. There exist many more applications, such as radar [13], speech processing [8], change point
detection and estimation of the time of change [17], optical
communications [18], detection and estimation of objects from
images [14] and biomedical engineering [4], [6].
Sequential analysis is a field of research pioneered by
Wald in the late 1940s [19]. In sequential analysis, one is
interested in performing an inference task, such as detection
and/or estimation, with a minimum number of samples while
ensuring a certain quality of the outcome. Especially in time
critical or low power applications, sequential methods are
preferred to conventional ones. An overview of sequential
detection and estimation methods is given in [20] and [21].
Combining the key ideas of sequential analysis with those of
joint detection and estimation leads to a powerful framework
which is applicable for a wide range of signal processing tasks.
In this framework, the average number of used samples should
be minimized, while controlling the detection and estimation
errors.
The problem of sequential joint detection and estimation
was initially treated by Yılmaz et al. In [22], the aim is to
decide between two hypotheses and, if the null is rejected,
to estimate a random parameter. The test is designed such
that for every set of observations the run-length is minimized
with a constraint on a combined detection and estimation
cost. The approach in [22] was later extended to multiple
hypotheses [23] and applied to joint spectrum sensing and
channel estimation [16].
In [12], we investigated the problem of sequential joint
detection and estimation under distributional uncertainties.
Sequential inference under distributional uncertainties should
be fast and reliable, even if the model is not completely
known. A framework for minimax sequential hypothesis tests
is presented in [24] and a general overview on robust signal
processing is given in [25]. More recently, we developed a
framework in a Bayesian context for two hypotheses. In that
work, the average run-length is minimized while the detection
and estimation errors are kept below predefined levels [11].
The framework was then applied to joint signal detection and
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) estimation [10]. In [26], [27],
we investigated the problem of sequential joint detection and
estimation in distributed sensor networks.
In applications such as radar, where the aim is to detect
a single target and to estimate, for example, the velocity
of the target, formulating the joint detection and estimation
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problem with two hypotheses is sufficient. Nevertheless, there
exist a variety of applications where we have to decide
between multiple hypotheses and to estimate simultaneously
one or more parameters of the model. In communications, for
example, one wants to decode a received signal and to estimate
some parameters of the signal model [28], e.g., the unit sample
response of the channel or the noise power. If the alphabet
consists of more than two symbols, testing between multiple
hypotheses is required. Another example is state estimation for
smart grids, where topological uncertainties can be modeled
using multiple hypotheses [22], [29].
In [1], we proposed a method for sequential joint detection
and estimation under multiple hypotheses. Therein, the aim
is to minimize the expected number of used samples while
keeping the probabilities of falsely rejecting a hypothesis
and the Mean-Squared Error (MSE) below predefined levels.
In this extended version, we underpin the method presented
in [1] with a solid theoretical framework, which contains
rigorous proofs of optimality and a detailed discussion on the
algorithms.
This work is structured as follows: in Section II, we summarize the underlying assumptions and provide a formal problem formulation. Section III describes the conversion of this
problem to an optimal stopping problem. The solution of this
problem, which can be obtained by dynamic programming, is
characterized by a set of non-linear Bellman equations. The
properties of the resulting cost functions are discussed in Section IV. In Section V, we present two approaches for selecting
the cost coefficients, which parametrize the cost functions,
such that a predefined detection and estimation performance
is achieved and the resulting scheme is of minimum average
run-length. To illustrate the proposed approaches, Section VI
provides two numerical examples.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Let X N = (X1 , . . . , XN ) be a sequence of random
variables, which is generated under one out of M different
hypotheses Hm , m = 1, . . . , M . Under each hypothesis,
the distribution of the sequence X N is parametrized by a
random parameter Θm with distribution p(Θm ). Although the
problem can be formulated with multiple parameters under
each hypothesis, for the sake of simplicity we focus on the
single parameter case. The work on the multiple parameter case will appear elsewhere. Let Θ further denote the
collection of all random parameters Θm , m = 1, . . . , M .
The tuple (Xn , Θ, H) is defined on the probability space
(ΩX × ΩΘ × ΩH , FX ⊗ FΘ ⊗ FH , P ) in the metric state space
(EX × EΘ × EH , EX × EΘ × EH ). Hence, the M composite
hypotheses can be written as:
Hm : X N | Θm ∼ p(xn | θm ) , Θm ∼ p(θm ) , m = 1, . . . , M

Since the M hypotheses are composite, we do not only want
to decide for the true hypothesis, but we are also interested in
estimating the underlying parameter θm . Hence, the problem is
one of joint detection and estimation. Moreover, this problem
should be solved in a sequential setup, i.e., observing the
sequence X N sample by sample until we are confident enough
about the true hypothesis and the underlying parameter. Thus,
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the problem becomes one of sequential joint detection and
estimation problem.
Before going into the details of the optimization problem, we first summarize the assumptions for the proposed
framework. Then, some fundamentals of the sequential joint
detection and estimation problem are provided, followed by a
discussion of the performance metrics.
A. Assumptions and Notation
A1 The true hypothesis and the true parameter do not change
during the observation period.
A2 The M hypotheses are mutually exclusive.
A3 There exists a sufficient statistic tn (xn ) in a state space
(Et , Et ) such that for all n = 1, . . . , N , m = 1, . . . , M ,
p(xn+1 , θm , Hm | xn ) = p(xn+1 , θm , Hm |tn )

with some initial statistic t0 and a transition kernel
tn+1 (xn+1 ) = ξ(tn , xn+1 ) =: ξtn (xn+1 ) .
A4 The second order moments of the random parameters Θm
conditioned on the hypotheses Hm exist and are finite:
E[Θ2m | Hm ] < ∞ ,

∀m = 1, . . . , M

For the sake of compactness, the integration domain is not
indicated explicitly in integrals that are taken over the whole
domain, e.g.,
Z
Z
E[X] =
xp(x)dx = xp(x)dx .
EX

Moreover, the dependency of functions, like estimators, on the
data or the sufficient statistic is dropped for simplicity. The
dependency should be clear from the context. The indicator
function of the event A is denoted by 1{A} .
B. Fundamentals of Sequential Joint Detection and Estimation

Since the sequence X N is observed sample by sample,
the state space of the observations grows with every time
instant. To keep the problem tractable, the observations xn
are replaced by the sufficient statistic tn as stated in A3,
which serves as a low-dimensional representation of the data.
Moreover, its state space is independent of the time instant n.
For the joint detection and estimation problem, a decision
rule, as well as a set of estimators (one under each hypothesis)
have to be found. The decision rule maps the sufficient
statistic to a decision in favor of one particular hypothesis.
The estimators, on the other hand, map the sufficient statistic
onto a point in the state space of the parameter under each hypothesis. Mathematically, the decision rule and the estimators
are defined as
δn : Et 7→ {1, . . . , M } ,

θ̂m,n : Et 7→ EΘm ,

m = 1, . . . , M ,

where EΘm is the state space corresponding to Θm . The
decision rule and the estimators depend on the number of
samples n, which is indicated by the subscript. In a sequential
framework the number of used samples is not given a priori.
Thus, a stopping rule needs to be found for deciding whether
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to stop sampling or not. Mathematically, the stopping rule is
defined as
Ψn : Et 7→ {0, 1} ,

where 0 and 1 stand for continuing sampling and stopping
sampling, respectively. Hence, the run-length of the sequential
scheme can be defined as
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βnm (tn ) = Ψn 1{δn =m} E[(Θm − θ̂m,n )2 | Hm , tn ]
m
βN
(tN ) = ΨN 1{δN =m} E[(Θm − θ̂m,N )2 | Hm , tN ]

αm := α0m (t0 ) ,

π = {Ψn , δn , θ̂1,n , . . . , θ̂M,n }0≤n≤N .

The set of all feasible policies is given by

N
Π = π : Et 7→ {0, 1}N × {0, . . . , M }N × EΘ

.

αnm (tn ) = E[1{δτ 6=m} | Hm , tn , τ ≥ n] ,
2

= E[1{δτ =m} (θm − θ̂m,τ ) | Hm , tn , τ ≥ n] ,



m
+ (1 − Ψn ) E[αn+1
(tn+1 ) | Hm , tn ]

subject to αm ≤ ᾱm ,

β m ≤ β̄ m ,

m = 1, . . . , M ,

(7)

where the upper limits on the detection and estimation errors
are denoted by ᾱm and β̄ m , respectively. Instead of solving (7)
directly, we first consider the following unconstrained problem
min
π∈Π

(

E[τ ] +

M
X

m

m

(λm p(Hm )α + µm p(Hm )β )

m=1

)

, (8)

where λm and µm , m = 1, . . . , M , are some non-negative and
finite cost coefficients. Although the prior probabilities p(Hm )
are not subject to optimization, they are included to simplify
notation later on. It is shown in Section V that for suitable
chosen λm and µm , the solutions of (8) and (7) coincide.
III. R EDUCTION TO AN O PTIMAL S TOPPING P ROBLEM

(2)

In order to solve the problem in (8), it first has to be
converted to an optimal stopping problem. Optimal stopping
theory is a framework which is widely used when designing
sequential schemes. In that framework, a stopping rule has
to be found which trades-off the expected run-length and the
inference quality. More details about optimal stopping and its
applications are given in [33]. To obtain an optimal stopping
problem, we proceed as in [11] and optimize (8) first with
respect to the decision rule and then with respect to the
estimators. To do so, the two summands in (8), the expected
run-length and the combined detection and estimation errors
have to be reformulated. The expected run-length can be
expressed as
N X
M Z Z
X
E[τ ] =
nΦn p(Hm , θm , xn )dθm dxn

This short hand notation for subspaces of the state space is
used throughout the paper.
The quantity αnm (tn ) denotes the probability that hypothesis
Hm is rejected given that Hm is true and that the test is in state
tn at time n. Similarly, βnm (tn ) is the MSE under the condition
that the test is in state tn at time n. The estimation error is
set to zero if the scheme decides for a wrong hypothesis.
Alternatively, we can express the performance measures in
(1) and (2) recursively. These definitions, which follow from
the Chapman-Kolmogorov backward equations [32], are given
by:

m
αN
(tN ) = ΨN 1{δN 6=m}

As mentioned before, the aim is to design a sequential
test which is of minimum expected run-length while the
detection and the estimation errors do not exceed certain
levels. There exist two different types of sequential procedures,
truncated and non-truncated ones. The former uses an arbitrary
number of samples, whereas the latter are forced to stop
after at most N samples. Here, only truncated schemes are
considered, where N is assumed to be large enough such that
the constraints on the detection and estimation errors can be
fulfilled. Formally, the problem can be written as the following
optimization

(1)


δτ = m := tn ∈ Et : δτ (tn ) = m .

αnm (tn ) = Ψn 1{δn 6=m}

D. Formulation as an Optimization Problem

π∈Π

One common performance measure for sequential inference is the average run-length, i.e., the number of samples
which are used on average. Besides that, there exist different
performance measures when dealing with multiple hypotheses, e.g., the probability of accepting Hi when Hm is true
p(δτ = i | Hm ), i 6= m, or the probability of falsely rejecting
hypothesis Hm p(δτ 6= m | Hm ). In this work, we focus on
the latter although an extension to former should not be too
difficult. As for the estimation performance, there exist many
measures such as the MSE or the Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
In this work, the MSE is used to quantify the estimation
performance. More formally, the error metrics can be written
as

where

β m := β0m (t0 ) .

min E[τ ] , ΨN = 1 ,

C. Performance Measures

βnm (tn )

(6)

The importance of these recursive definitions will become
clearer later on. For the sake of compactness, the following
short-hand notations will be used throughout the paper

τ = min {n ≥ 1 : Ψn = 1} .

Note that, since the sopping rule evaluates the sufficient
statistic, which is a random variable, the run-length is also
a random variable. Contrary to, e.g., [30], [31], where the
stopping and decision rules are probabilities instead of hard
decisions, there is no need for randomization in this work.
The reason will become clear later. The collection of the
decision rule, the estimators and the stopping rule is referred
to subsequently as policy, and is defined as

(5)

m
+ (1 − Ψn ) E[βn+1
(tn+1 ) | Hm , tn ]

(3)
(4)

=

n=1 m=1
N Z
X

nΦn p(xn )dxn ,

n=1
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where we used the short-hand notation
n−1
Y
Φn := Ψn
(1 − Ψk ) .

can minimize all Dm,n with respect to each estimator θ̂m,n
separately. The estimator which minimizes the MSE, i.e., the
Minimum Mean-Squared Error (MMSE) estimator, is

k=0

Similarly, the weighted sum of detection and estimation
errors in (8) can be simplified to
M
X

=

m

m

(λm p(Hm )α + µm p(Hm )β )

m=1
N Z
X
n=0

M
X

m=1

Φn 1{δn =m} Dm,n (tn (xn ))p(xn )dxn .

M
X

i=1,i6=m

λi p(Hi | tn ) .

n=0

(10)

m=1

m

m=1

1≤i≤M

?
Dm,n
(tn ) = µm p(Hm | tn ) Var[Θm | Hm , tn ]

+

M
X

i=1,i6=m

λi p(Hi | tn ) .

The optimal stopping rule can now be found by solving the
following optimal stopping problem
min E[Φn (n + g(tn ))] ,

{Ψn }N
n=0

?
?
g(tn ) = min{D1,n
(tn ) , . . . , DM,n
(tn )}

In order to solve (10), it is first minimized with respect to
the decision rule and then with respect to the estimators.
Since Dm,n (tn ) is non-negative for all n = 0, . . . , N, m =
1, . . . , M , and all tn ∈ Et , it holds that [31, Lemma 1]
Z X
Z
M
1{δn =m} Dm,n p(xn )dxn ≥ min Dm,n p(xn )dxn ,
where equality holds if and only if
n
o
δn? (tn ) ∈ m : Dm,n (tn ) = min Di,n (tn ) .

(12)

and the MMSE is given by the posterior variance [34]. Hence,
the cost for stopping the test and deciding in favor of Hm at
time n becomes

where

Hence, the overall objective becomes
 X

N Z
M
X
Φn n+
min
1{δn =m} Dm,n p(xn )dxn .
π∈Π

?
θ̂m,n
= E[Θm | Hm , tn ]

(9)

The cost for stopping at time n and deciding in favor of Hm ,
Dm,n (tn ), is given by
Z
Dm,n (tn ) = µm p(Hm | tn ) (θm − θ̂m,n )2 p(θm | Hm , tn )dθm
+

4

(11)

In general, more than one hypothesis may fulfill (11) which
then calls for randomizing δn? . In this work, there is no need for
randomization. The reason is stated in the following remark.
Remark III.1. Whether to apply randomization or to systematically decide in favor of one particular hypothesis for
the case that more than one m solves (11), does not affect
the weighted sum of detection and estimation errors which is
objective to the minimization. It only plays a role if one wants
to choose the cost coefficients λm , µm , m = 1, . . . , M , such
that certain error probabilities are met. But, for n < N , the
part of the state space for which more than one m solve (11)
is always part of the complement of the stopping region, i.e.,
the test continues sampling. Only for n = N , the test stops
in this case and one has to either perform a systematic or a
random decision. However, since we are assuming a sufficient
large N , i.e., P (τ = N ) ≈ 0, it does hardly affect the overall
performance whether a randomized or systematic decision rule
is used.
After we derived the optimal decision rule, the optimal
estimators have to be found. Since the optimal sequential
estimator is independent of the stopping time [21, Theorem
5.2.1.] and each Dm,n only depends on one estimator, we

(13)

(14)

is the cost for stopping at time n. The solution of the optimal
stopping problem is fixed in the following theorem.
Theorem III.1. The solution of (13) is characterized by the
non-linear Bellman equations
ρn (tn ) = min{g(tn ), dn (tn )}

n<N,

ρN (tN ) = g(tN ) ,
with g(tn ) defined in (14) and the cost for continuing is
Z
dn (tn ) = 1 + ρn+1 (ξtn (x))p(x | tn )dx .
(15)
Since the proof of Theorem III.1 does not differ from the
ones in the literature, we refer to, e.g., [11, Appendix A] [35,
Appendix A]. With a change in measure, (15) becomes
Z
dn (tn ) = 1 + ρn+1 dQtn ,
where

Qtn (B) := P ({x ∈ EX : ξtn (x) ∈ B} | tn )

(16)

for all elements B of the Borel σ-algebra on Et . The probability measure Qm
tn , which will be needed later, is defined
analogously, but with P (· | tn ) replaced by P (· | Hm , tn ).
Corollary III.1. Let λm and µm be finite for all m =
1, . . . , M , then ρn+1 is Qtn -integrable for all tn in Et and
all 0 ≤ n < N .
A proof of Corollary III.1 is given in [36, Appendix A].
The optimal policy is summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary III.2. The optimal policy which solves (8) is
?
?
?
πλ,µ
= {Ψ?n , δn? , θ̂1,n
, . . . , θ̂M,n
}0≤n≤N ,

(17)

?
with δn? defined in (11) and θ̂m,n
defined in (12). The optimal
?
stopping rule Ψn is given by

Ψ?n (tn ) = 1{g(tn )=ρn (tn )} .
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For the optimal policy stated in Corollary III.2, the stopping
region of the test, its complement and its boundary are
Sn = {tn ∈ Et : g(tn ) < dn (tn )}

∂Sn = {tn ∈ Et : g(tn ) = dn (tn )}

(18)

S̄n = {tn ∈ Et : g(tn ) > dn (tn )}

for n < N . Moreover, let
Snm = Sn ∪ {tn ∈ Et : δn (tn ) = m}
Snm̄ = Sn ∪ {tn ∈ Et : δn (tn ) 6= m}

(19)

denote the regions in which the test stops and accepts/rejects
hypothesis Hm .
IV. P ROPERTIES OF THE C OST F UNCTION
In this section, we present, similarly to [11], [35], the
fundamental properties of the cost functions obtained in the
last section. These properties are used later to get the optimal
cost coefficients such that the solution of (7) also solves (8).
In order to simplify the upcoming derivations, it is important
to show that the boundary of the stopping region is a P-null
set. This is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma IV.1. If the posterior probabilities p(Hm | tn ), m =
1, . . . , M , are continuous random variables with respect to tn ,
it holds that
Qtn (∂Sn ) = 0 ,

∀tn ∈ Et , 0 ≤ n < N ,

i.e., the boundary of the stopping region ∂Sn is a P-null set.
The proof of Lemma IV.1 is omitted due to space constraints
and the reader is referred to [36, Appendix B]. Lemma IV.1
implies that the cost minimizing stopping rule is unambiguous
so that there is no need for randomization. Before the main
properties of the cost functions are presented, the following
short hand notations are introduced
p(tn | Hm )
znm :=
,
p(tn )
{ξtn ∈ S̄n+1 } := {x ∈ EX : ξtn (x) ∈ S̄n+1 } .
Lemma IV.2. Let ρ0n,λm and ρ0n,µm denote the derivatives of
ρn with respect to λm and µm for m = 1, . . . , M , respectively.
For n < N , it holds that
ρ0n,λm (tn )

= 1{Snm̄ } p(Hm | tn )


m̄
+ 1{S̄n } p(Hm )znm Qm
tn Sn+1

Z
0
+
ρn+1,λm dQtn
{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }

and

ρ0n,µm (tn ) = 1{Snm } p(Hm )znm Var[Θm | Hm , tn ] + 1{S̄n } rnm

with rnm being recursively defined via
Z
rnm = p(Hm )znm
Var[Θm | Hm , ξtn (x)]p(x | tn , Hm )dx
+

Z

m }
{ξtn ∈Sn+1

{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }

ρ0n+1,µm dQtn .

5

For n = N , it further holds that
m
ρ0N,λm (tN ) = 1{SNm̄ } p(Hm )zN

m
ρ0N,µm (tN ) = 1{SNm } p(Hm )zN
Var[Θm | Hm , tN ] .

The proof of Lemma IV.2 is laid down in Appendix A.
Lemma IV.2 is an intermediate result, which is required to
prove the more important result stated in Theorem IV.1. Next,
we provide a connection between the derivatives of the cost
functions stated in the previous theorem and the performance
measures stated in Section II-C. This connection forms the
basis to obtain the optimal cost coefficients, as presented in
Section V.
Theorem IV.1. Let ρ0n,λm and ρ0n,µm be as defined in
Lemma IV.2. Then, using the optimal testing policy given in
Corollary III.2, it holds that
ρ0n,λm (tn ) = p(Hm )znm αnm (tn ) , m = 1, . . . , M ,
ρ0n,µm (tn ) = p(Hm )znm βnm (tn ) , m = 1, . . . , M ,
and in particular
ρ00,λm (t0 ) = p(Hm )α0m (t0 ) , m = 1, . . . , M ,
ρ00,µm (t0 ) = p(Hm )β0m (t0 ) , m = 1, . . . , M .
A proof of Theorem IV.1 is outlined in Appendix B.
V. C HOICE OF THE O PTIMAL C OST C OEFFICIENTS
Often, the question how to choose the coefficients of a
cost function stays untouched and the choice is left to the
designer [23], [31]. However, in this work, our aim is to
design a sequential scheme which is of minimum average
run-length and which fulfills predefined constraints on the
detection and estimation errors. Since all three performance
measures, average run-length, error probabilities and MSE, are
of different numerical range, it is rather impossible to choose
the cost coefficients by hand. In order to automatically select
the correct cost coefficients such that a predefined performance
is achieved, the results stated in Section IV are exploited.
For the sake of a compact notation, let λ = (λ1 , . . . , λM )
and µ = (µ1 , . . . , µM ). To obtain the set of optimal cost
coefficients, we consider the following maximization problem,
which is in fact the Lagrangian dual of (7),
(20)

max Lᾱ,β̄ (λ, µ) ,

λ≥0,µ≥0

where λ ≥ 0, µ ≥ 0 have to be red element-wise and
Lᾱ,β̄ (λ, µ) = ρ0 (t0 ) −

M
X

p(Hm )(λm ᾱm + µm β̄ m ) . (21)

m=1

As it is not trivial to see that strong duality holds and therefore
the solutions of (7) and (20) coincide, it is fixed in the
following theorem.
?
Theorem V.1. Let πᾱ,
be the solution of (7), let λ?ᾱ,β̄ and
β̄
?
µᾱ,β̄ be solutions of (20) and let πλ?? ,µ? be the policy
ᾱ,β̄
ᾱ,β̄
parametrized by λ?ᾱ,β̄ , µ?ᾱ,β̄ . Then, it holds that
?
?
πᾱ,
,µ?
β̄ = πλ?
ᾱ ,β̄ ᾱ,β̄
Lᾱ,β̄ (λ?ᾱ,β̄ , µ?ᾱ,β̄ ) = E τ π = πλ??

ᾱ,β̄

,µ?
ᾱ,β̄



.
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That is, a solution of (7) also solves (20). Moreover, the
optimal objective of (20) is the expected run-length.
A proof of Theorem V.1 is given in Appendix C.
Hence, by using Theorem V.1 and (20) the original problem
given in (7) is equivalent to:
(
)
M
X
max
ρ0 (t0 )−
p(Hm )(λm ᾱm + µm β̄ m )
(22)
λ≥0,µ≥0

m=1

s.t. ρn (tn ) = min{g(tn ), dn (tn )} ,

n<N

ρN (tN ) = g(tN )
In what follows, we present two approaches to solve (22). The
first one uses linear programming to obtain the optimal cost
coefficients and the cost functions, whereas the second one
uses a projected gradient ascent.
A. Linear Programming
The first approach solves (22) by linear programming. To
this end, we proceed similarly to [11], [35] and relax the
equality constraints in (22) to multiple inequality constraints
and add the cost functions to the set of free variables, i.e.,


M
X
m
m
ρ0 (t0 ) −
p(Hm )(λm ᾱ + µm β̄ )
max
(23)
λ≥0,µ≥0
ρn ∈L

s.t.

m=1

ρn ≤

?
Dm,n

ρn ≤ 1 +

Z

, m = 1, . . . , M, n = 0, . . . , N ,
ρn+1 dQtn , n = 0, . . . , N − 1 ,

where L is the set of all Qtn -integrable functions on Et .

Theorem V.2. Problem (7) is equivalent to Problem (23).
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B. Projected Gradient Ascent
Although the Linear Program (LP) presented in the last
section can be efficiently solved using off-the-shelf solvers,
problems may arise for larger setups. Especially if the sufficient statistic is of higher dimension and/or the number of grid
points, which are needed to sufficiently sample Et , is large,
the number of inequality constraints increases drastically.
Therefore, we present a second approach, using a projected
gradient ascent to obtain the optimal cost coefficients, which
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
At each iteration, the cost functions, as stated in Theorem III.1, are calculated for a given set of cost coefficients.
Next, given the policy induced by these cost functions, the
gradient of the objective in (22) has to be obtained, which is
given by:


∇λ Lᾱ,β̄ (λ, µ) = p(H1 )(α1 − ᾱ1 ), . . . , p(HM )(αM − ᾱM )


∇µ Lᾱ,β̄ (λ, µ) = p(H1 )(β 1 − β̄ 1 ), . . . , p(HM )(β M − β̄ M )
(26)

This gradient can, e.g., be calculated based on the definitions
of the performance measures as stated in (3) to (6). To update
the cost coefficients, the old coefficients are shifted in the
direction of the gradient and then projected onto the set of
feasible coefficients, i.e., the set of non-negative reals. To
control the convergence speed of the algorithm, the gradient is
scaled by a factor γ. These steps are repeated until the solution
converges to an optimum. Recall from Appendix C that the
optimality criteria for the cost coefficients are
λm (αm − ᾱm ) = 0 , m = 1, . . . , M ,
µm (β m − β̄ m ) = 0 , m = 1, . . . , M .

(27)

The mapping, which relates ρn and ρn+1 , i.e., ρn+1 = F (ρn ),
consists of a minimum operator which is a monotonically nondecreasing function. The argument of the minimum operator
is an expected value of a non-negative function. This implies
that the function F (·) can never decrease when its argument
increases. Hence, F (·) is a monotonically non-decreasing
function. Assume that none of the inequality constraints in
(23) is fulfilled with equality for some n and some tn , i.e.,

Hence, the procedure has to be repeated until (27) holds
(approximately).
Since the calculation of the performance measures based
on their recursive definition can become numerically unstable
and hence lead to an inaccurate gradient, a modification of
the aforementioned method can be used. Similarly to [10],
the detection and estimation errors in (26) and (27) can be
replaced by their Monte Carlo estimates.
As Problem (22) is convex, the projected gradient ascent
converges to a global optimum irrespective of the choice of the
starting point. Nevertheless, the choice of the starting point is
crucial for the convergence speed. To have a fast convergence,
we suggest to solve (23) on a coarse grid if possible and then
run Algorithm 1 on a finer grid to obtain the optimal cost
coefficients.

ρ†n (tn ) ≤ ρ?n (tn ) .

VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS

denote the solution of problem (7)
and
Proof: Let
and the relaxed problem (23), respectively. Since (23) is a
relaxation of (22) and the solutions of (20) and (7) coincide,
it holds that
ρ?n

ρ†n

ρ† (t0 ) ≥ ρ? (t0 ) .

(24)

Due to the properties of F (·) we can state that
ρ†n (tn ) ≤ ρ?n (tn ) ⇒ ρ†n−1 (tn−1 ) ≤ ρ?n−1 (tn−1 ) .

Applying this relation recursively yields
ρ†0 (t0 ) ≤ ρ?0 (t0 ) .

(25)

Hence, by combining (24) and (25), we obtain
=
ρ†0 (t0 ). Then, it follows that ρ?n and ρ†n can only differ in
a P-null set and therefore, the policies given by ρ?n and ρ†n are
equal almost everywhere on Et .
ρ?0 (t0 )

In this section, we provide two numerical examples to
illustrate and validate the proposed approach. First, a simple
example is presented to illustrate the basic properties of the
optimal test. The second example is more complex and shows
how to apply the proposed method to real-life applications.
In order to solve the linear program in (23), the continuous
spaces are first discretized. The discrete linear program is
then solved by the Gurobi optimizer [37] which is called via
the MATLAB cvx interface [38], [39]. As in [11], [35], we
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Algorithm 1 Projected Gradient Ascent
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

inputs: ᾱ1 , . . . , ᾱM , β̄ 1 , . . . , β̄ M , λ(0) , µ(0) , γ
initialize: Set k ← 0
repeat
Set k ← k + 1
Get policy from Corollary III.2 using λ(k−1) , µ(k−1)
Get gradients from (26)
Set λ(k) = max{λ(k−1) +γ∇λ Lᾱ,β̄ (λ(k−1) , µ(k−1) ), 0}
Set µ(k) = max{µ(k−1) +γ∇µ Lᾱ,β̄ (λ(k−1) , µ(k−1) ), 0}
until (27) holds approximately.
return λ(k) , µ(k)

add a regularization term to the objective in (23) to ensure
numerical stability. The final optimization problem is given in
Appendix D. To validate the performance of the designed tests,
a Monte Carlo simulation is performed for both examples.

A. Benchmarking Method
In order to compare the proposed approach with existing
methods, we choose a two-step procedure as benchmarking
method, namely, a standard sequential detector for multiple
hypotheses followed by an MMSE estimator. Although there
exist different sequential detectors for the multiple hypotheses
case, we resort to the Matrix Sequential Probability Ratio Test
(MSPRT) [20], [40] due to its easy implementation and favorable theoretical properties. Alternative sequential detectors for
multiple hypotheses can be found in, e.g., [20], [41]. This
two-step procedure is not optimal for the joint detection and
estimation problem, but the MSPRT is asymptotically optimal
for the detection part and the MMSE estimator is the optimal
estimator with respect to the MSE. For the MSPRT, the pairwise log-likelihood ratios for hypotheses Hm and Hj are used
and are defined as


p(tn | Hm )
ηmj (tn ) = log
.
p(tn | Hj )
In general, the stopping and decision rules of the MSPRT are
given by [20, Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4)]:
ΨMSPRT
n
δnMSPRT

(

∃m : ηmj ≥ Amj , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , M } \ m
else


= m : ηmj ≥ Amj , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , M } \ m
=

1
0

The thresholds Amj , which are used in the stopping and
decision rules, have now to be set such that the desired
error probabilities are achieved. To keep the probabilities of
falsely rejection hypothesis Hm under a certain level ᾱm ,
m = 1, . . . , M , the thresholds have to be calculated as [20,
Eq. (4.4)]
Amj = Am ≈ log(M/ᾱm ) .

Since the presented optimal sequential scheme is a truncated
one, we use a truncated two-step procedure for the sake of
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fair comparison. Hence, the stopping and decision rules at the
truncation point are given by
ΨMSPRT
=1
N

and

MSPRT
δN
= arg max
m

M
X

ηmj .

j=1,j6=m

B. Shift-in-Mean
The first numerical example is used to show the basic
properties of the optimal sequential scheme. Here, we consider
three different hypotheses with a Gaussian likelihood. Under
each hypothesis, the mean follows a different distribution,
whereas the variances of the likelihood are equal. The three
different hypotheses are given by

iid
H1 : xn | µ1 ∼ N µ1 , σ 2 , −µ1 + 1.3 ∼ Gam(1.7, 1) ,

iid
H2 : xn | µ2 ∼ N µ2 , σ 2 ,
µ2 ∼ U(−1, 1) ,

iid
H3 : xn | µ3 ∼ N µ3 , σ 2 , µ3 − 1.3 ∼ Gam(1.7, 1) ,

where N µ, σ 2 is the normal distribution with mean µ
and variance σ 2 , U(l, u) is the uniform distribution on the
interval [l, u) and Gam(a, b) is the Gamma distribution with
shape and scale parameters a and b, respectively. All three
hypotheses have equal prior probabilities and the variance is
set to σ 2 = 4. The aim is to design an optimal sequential
scheme to simultaneously test the three hypotheses and to
estimate the mean. The optimal scheme should not use more
than 100 samples. The constraints on the detection errors as
well as on the estimation accuracy are summarized in the
second column of Table IIa. In order to design the optimal
scheme, a sufficient statistic in the sense of A3 has to be
found. Let
n
1X
xk
(28)
x̄n =
n
k=1
n

1X 2
xk − x̄2n
s̄2n =
n

(29)

k=1

denote the sample mean and the sample variance, respectively.
Then, the likelihood can be written as
p(xn | Hm , µm ) =


ns̄2n + n(x̄n − µm )2
(2πσ )
exp −
(30)
2σ 2




ns̄2n
n(x̄n − µm )2
2 −n
2
= (2πσ )
exp − 2 exp −
2σ
2σ 2
Since the variance is known, the relation between the data and
the random mean is completely described by x̄n , i.e.,


n(x̄n − µm )2
p(xn | Hm , µm ) ∝ exp −
2σ 2
2 −n
2



and hence, x̄n is used as a sufficient statistic in the sense of
A3. For the likelihood of the sufficient statistic it holds that




n(x̄n − µm )2
σ2
∝
N
µ
,
.
p(tn | Hm , µm ) ∝ exp −
m
σ2
n
Note that the likelihood is continuous in the sufficient statistic
as well as in the random parameter µm , which itself follows a
continuous distribution. Therefore, the posterior probabilities
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Table I: Shift-in-Mean scenario: Simulation setup.
quantity
µ
x̄n
x

S1

S̄

domain

#grid points

[−16, 16]
[−8, 8]
[−15, 15]

7000
1600
6000

S2

S3

8

Table II: Shift-in-mean scenario: simulation results.
(a) Detection and estimation errors. (b) Optimal cost coefficients.

MSPRT

constraints

optimal

α1
α2
α3

0.050
0.050
0.050

0.050
0.049
0.050

0.021
0.053
0.021

β1
β2
β3

0.200
0.150
0.100

0.209
0.157
0.105

0.810
0.182
0.811

5

two-step m

µ?m

62.99
82.43
85.69

74.98
112.68
342.02

(c) Expected run-lengths.
calculated

x̄n

1
2
3

λ?m

0
E[τ | H1 ]
E[τ | H2 ]
E[τ | H3 ]
E[τ ]

−5
0

20

40

60

80

simulated

optimal

optimal

two-step

20.395

15.06
14.472
31.77
20.523

10.13
19.15
10.08
13.120

100

n

Figure 1: Shift-in-mean scenario: optimal and sub-optimal
(MSPRT) policy. The region in which the optimal test continues sampling is denoted by S̄ and the regions in which the
optimal test stops and decides in favor of Hm are denoted by
S m , m ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The dashed line indicates the boundaries
of the MSPRT.
p(Hm | tn ) are continuous random variables with respect to tn
and, hence, the boundary of the stopping region is a P-null set
according to Lemma IV.1. The discretization of the continuous
spaces is summarized in Table I. The posterior probabilities
of the hypotheses
 p(Hm | tn ) and the posterior variances
Var µm | Hm , tn are calculated by numerical integration. The
test is then designed by solving the LP in (23). The resulting
coefficients are given in Table IIb and the optimal policy
parametrized by these coefficients as well as the boundaries
of the MSPRT are shown in Fig. 1. One can see that for small
n, the optimal policy is mainly influenced by the detection
constraint. For small n, a large value of x̄n results in a high
certainty of H3 but, on the other hand, also in a high estimation
error. Hence, the optimal test continues sampling in this case
and stops only for n > 35. Contrary to this, the MSPRT stops
directly for large x̄n , even if n is small, and decides in favor
of H3 . With increasing n, the optimal policy and the one of
the MSPRT become very similar. Nevertheless, the MSPRT
has a much broader corridor for continuing than the optimal
test.
To validate the performance of the optimal test and the
two-step procedure, a Monte Carlo simulation with 106 runs
is performed. The results are summarized in Table IIa and
Table IIc. For the optimal test, the constraints are, within the
range of Monte Carlo uncertainty, fulfilled with equality and
the expected run-length obtained via (23) is almost equal to the
empirical average run-length. For the two-step procedure, the
empirical errors under H2 are close to the constraints, but the
empirical average run-length of the two-step procedure under

H2 is larger than the one of the optimal scheme. Moreover,
under H1 and H3 , the average run-length and the detection
errors of the two-step procedure are much smaller than the
ones of the optimal scheme. Though the two-step procedure
has smaller average run-lengths and error probabilities under
H1 and H3 , the empirical MSE is 4 and 8 times as large as
the constraint, respectively.
C. Joint 4-ASK Decoding and Noise Power Estimation
This numerical example, which was partly presented in [1],
gives an example for how to apply the proposed framework
to a real-world problem. We consider a 4-Amplitude Shift
Keying (4-ASK) symbol to be transmitted over an additive
white Gaussian noise channel with random noise power. At
the receiver side, we want to jointly decode the transmitted
symbol and estimate the noise power. Using a linear model,
the received signal is given by
xn = A + wn ,
where A ∈ {A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 } denotes the ASK symbol and
wn , n = 1, . . . , N , is the additive white Gaussian noise
process. According to assumption A1, the transmitted symbol
A does not change during the observation period. The distribution of the noise power σ 2 follows an inverse Gamma
distribution itself with known hyperparameters. Here, the
signal decoding is a hypothesis test. Hence, the four different
hypotheses can be written as

iid
Hm : Xn | σ 2 ∼ N Am , σ 2 , σ 2 ∼ IGam(a, b) ,

where m = 1 . . . , 4, and IGam(a, b) is the inverse Gamma
distribution with shape and scale parameters a and b, respectively. The probability density function (pdf) of the inverse
Gamma distribution is given by [42, Definition 8.22]
−a−1 − b
ba
p(σ 2 ) =
σ2
e σ2 ,
Γ(a)

where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function. First, a sufficient
statistic in the sense of A3 has to be found. As shown
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in (30), the likelihood is completely determined by x̄n as
defined in (28) and s̄2n as defined in (29). Hence, the sufficient
statistic tn = [x̄n , s̄2n ] is used in the sequel. Since the inverse
Gamma distribution is a conjugate prior for the variance of a
Gaussian distribution, we can provide analytical expressions
for all posterior quantities. First, the posterior distribution
of the variance under Hm follows itself an inverse Gamma
distribution [42, Section 8.8.3], i.e.,

= b + 0.5n

s̄2n

p(x | tn ) = K 2π

− n2

2

+ (x̄n − Am )

p(Hm )

M
X
− n+1
2



(32)
.

m=1

ba

Γ(an )
(bm,n )an Γ(a)
p(Hm )

fine grid

domain

#grid points

domain

#grid points

x̄n
s̄2n
x

[−9, 9]
[0, 30]
[−25, 25]

121
121
2100

[−14, 14]
[0, 60]
[−25, 25]

243
242
2100

constraints

(31)

The posterior mean and the posterior variance under Hm are
then given by [42, Definition 8.22]:
bm,n
for an > 1
E[σ 2 | Hm , tn ] =
an − 1
(bm,n )2
Var[σ 2 | Hm , tn ] =
for an > 2
(an − 1)2 (an − 2)
Moreover, an analytical expression for the posterior probabilities of the hypotheses p(Hm | tn ) as well as for the posterior
predictive p(x | tn ) can be expressed as
p(Hm | tn ) = K 2π

coarse grid
quantity

(a) Detection and estimation errors.

k=1



Table III: Joint 4-ASK signal decoding and noise power
estimation: simulation setup.

Table IV: Joint 4-ASK signal decoding and noise power
estimation: simulation results.

p(σ 2 | Hm , tn ) = IGam(an , bm,n ) ,
with the posterior parameters
n
an = a + ,
2
n
X
bm,n = b + 0.5
(xk − Am )2 ,

9

ba
(b̃m,n

)ãn

(33)
Γ(ãn )
,
Γ(a)
(34)

where the parameters of the posterior predictive b̃m,n , ãn and
the normalization constant K are given by
ãn = an + 0.5
b̃m,n = bm,n + 0.5(x − Am )2
!−1
M
X
K=
p(Hm | tn )
.
m=1

A detailed derivation of (33) and (34) is laid down in Appendix E and Appendix F, respectively. Since p(Hm | tn ) are
continuous random variables with respect to tn , the boundary
∂Sn is a P-null set according to Lemma IV.1.
The aim is to design an optimal sequential scheme, which
uses at most N = 50 samples while the detection and
estimation errors are respectively constrained to be below 0.05
and 0.15 under all four hypotheses. The ASK symbols where
set to Am ∈ {−2, −1, 1, 2} and the parameters of the noise
distribution are given by a = 2.1 and b = 0.9. All hypotheses
have the same prior probabilities.
In order to design the optimal test, we first use the LP approach on a coarse grid to get an initial set of cost coefficients.
These cost coefficients are then used as initial values for the
projected gradient ascent which is run on a finer grid. To

ᾱ/β̄

tolerance

optimal

α1
α2
α3
α4

0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050

0.051
0.049
0.049
0.051

β1

±0.001
±0.001
±0.001
±0.001

0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150

±0.005
±0.005
±0.005
±0.005

0.151
0.151
0.153
0.149

β2
β3
β4

(b) Expected run-lengths.

empirical
two-step E[τ | H1 ]
E[τ | H2 ]
0.029 E[τ | H ]
3
0.038 E[τ | H4 ]
0.037
E[τ ]
0.030

optimal two-step
6.54
6.33
6.32
6.54

5.67
5.93
5.92
5.67

6.43

5.80

0.320
0.246
0.243
0.311

reduce the computational load, we exploit the symmetry of the
problem at hand. This means that we solve both optimization
problems only for λm , µm , m ∈ {1, 2} and ρn (tn ), x̄n ≤ 0
and complete the missing values once the test is designed.
As mentioned before, the LP approach is solved on a coarse
grid, whereas a finer grid is used for the gradient ascent. The
discretization used for the two algorithms is summarized in
Table III. For the gradient ascent, the gradients are estimated
by Monte Carlo simulations with 106 runs. The scaling factor
for the gradient is set to γ = 1000 to speed up convergence.
The stopping criterion for Algorithm 1 is
λm = 0
µm = 0

∨

∨

|αm − ᾱm | ≤ 10−3 , m = 1, . . . , M ,

|β m − β̄ m | ≤ 5 · 10−3 , m = 1, . . . , M .

The designed test is evaluated using 106 Monte Carlo runs.
Table IV summarizes the Monte Carlo results for the
optimal test, along with those of the two-step procedure. The
optimal sequential scheme hits the constraints exactly, within
the tolerance. Moreover, the MSPRT achieves smaller empirical detection errors than the constraints, but the estimation
constraints are violated since it does not take the estimation
errors into account. In Table IVb, the empirical run-lengths
are summarized for both tests. Though the two-step procedure
has a smaller empirical run-length than the optimal one, this
comes at the cost of violating the constraints on the MSE as
mentioned previously.
In Fig. 2, the evolution of both policies over time is shown
for three distinct time instances. In this figure, the gray region
is the complement of the stopping region of the optimal test
and the other filled regions are the regions in which the optimal
test stops and decides for a particular hypothesis. The regions
in which the MSPRT stops and decides in favor of a particular
hypothesis are shown hatched. For n = 5 (Fig. 2a), most of
the state space corresponds to the complement of the stopping
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15

S1

S̄

S2

S3

S4

10

1
SMSPRT

2
SMSPRT

3
SMSPRT

4
SMSPRT

s̄2n

10

5

0
−10

−5

0

5

10

x̄n

(a) n = 5

−10

−5

0

5

10

x̄n

−10

−5

(b) n = 10

0
x̄n

5

10

(c) n = 30

Figure 2: Joint 4-ASK signal decoding and noise power estimation: evolution of the optimal policy (filled) and MSPRT policy
(hatched) over time. The region in which the optimal test continues sampling is denoted by S̄ and the regions in which the
optimal test stops and decides in favor of Hm are denoted
by S m . The regions in which the MSPRT stops and decides in

m
m
favor of Hm are denoted by SMSPRT , i.e., SMSPRT = tn ∈ Et : ΨMSPRT
(tn ) = 1 ∧ δnMSPRT (tn ) = m .
n
region of the test and there are four small areas in which both
tests, the optimal and the MSPRT, stop. For both tests, these
regions are still present for n = 10, but larger compared to
the ones in Fig. 2a. In addition, there appear two regions for
small/large values of x̄n in which the optimal test stops and
decides in favor of H4 /H1 . Since a small value of x̄n increases
the certainty about H1 , a decision in favor of H4 is not intuitive
here. As we consider a joint detection estimation problem, the
uncertainty about the true hypothesis and the true parameter
affect the decision rule. Though a small value of x̄n implies
a high certainty about H1 , it leads to a high uncertainty about
the true parameter at the same time. Hence, a decision in favor
of H4 is less costly. For the MSPRT, which does not encounter
any estimation, this phenomenon is not visible at all. The four
regions for stopping the optimal test, which are present at the
bottom of Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, have grown further in Fig. 2c.
Though these four regions have grown equally for the optimal
test, the regions for stopping the MSPRT and deciding in favor
of H1 and H4 now cover a large area of the state space. At the
same time, the two regions of the optimal test, that appeared
in Fig. 2b, cover almost the whole state space but make a
decision opposite to the MSPRT.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Based on very mild assumptions on the underlying stochastic process, we have developed a flexible framework for
sequential joint multiple hypotheses testing and parameter
estimation. The optimal tests minimize the expected run-length
while fulfilling constraints on the probabilities of falsely rejecting a hypothesis as well as on the MSE . These tests have been
characterized by a set of non-linear Bellman equations. We
have further shown a strong connection of the cost coefficients
of the Bellman equations and the performance measures of
the test, i.e., the probability of false rejecting a hypothesis
and the MSEs. Based on this connection, we have presented
two approaches to obtain the set of optimal cost coefficients.
The first approach formulates the problem as a linear program
and the second approach uses a projected gradient ascent. The

performance of the optimal test has been validated via two
numerical examples. The first example has shown the basic
properties of the optimal scheme, whereas the second one has
been used to show its applicability to real world problems.
For both examples, Monte Carlo results have been provided.
Moreover, the performance gap to a sub-optimal scheme, i.e., a
matrix sequential probability ratio test followed by an MMSE
estimator, has been shown.

A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem IV.2
Let
ρ0n,λm (tn )

∂ρn (tn )
=
=
∂λm

(

gλ0 m (tn )
R
∂
ρn+1 dQtn
∂λm

for tn ∈ Sn
for tn ∈ S̄n

denote the derivative of ρn with respect to λm , which is
defined everywhere on Et \ ∂Sn . Assume for now that the
order of differentiation and integration can be interchanged,
i.e.,
Z
Z
∂
ρn+1 dQtn = ρ0n+1,λm dQtn .
∂λm
In general, the derivative of ρn with respect to λm can now
be written as
Z
ρ0n,λm (tn ) = 1{Sn } gλ0 m (tn ) + 1{S̄n } ρ0n+1,λm dQtn .

On the stopping region Sn , it holds that
gλ0 m (tn ) =

M
X

i=1,i6=m

1{Sni } p(Hm | tn ) .

With the short-hand notation
p(tn | Hm )
znm =
p(tn )
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and the property p(tn | tn−1 ) = p(xn | tn−1 ), we can write
gλ0 m (tn )

M
X

=

i=1,i6=m
M
X

=

1{Sni } p(Hm | tn )

m
1{Sni } p(Hm )zn−1

i=1,i6=m

p(xn | Hm , tn−1 )
. (35)
p(xn | tn−1 )

With the use of (35), we can further state that
Z
ρ0n+1,λm dQtn
=

Z

M
X

p(Hm )znm p(x | Hm , tn )dx

i=0,i6=m
i
}
{ξtn ∈Sn+1

+

Z

{S̄n+1 }

=

M
X

i=0,i6=m

=

ρ0n+1,λm dQtn

i
p(Hm )znm Qm
tn Sn+1 +

p(Hm )znm Qm
tn

m̄
Sn+1



+

Z

{S̄n+1 }

Z

{S̄n+1 }

ρ0n+1,λm dQtn

ρ0n+1,λm dQtn .
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and for tn ∈ Snm̄ , it further holds that

ρ0n,λm (tn ) p(Hm )znm
=
= 1 = αnm (tn ) ,
p(Hm )znm p(Hm )znm
which is exactly the detection error
on the stopping region. It
ρ0n,λm (tn )
is now left to show that αnm = p(H
m also solves (36) on
m )zn
the complement of the stopping region. For tn ∈ S̄n , it holds
that
ρ0n,λm (tn )
m̄
= Qm
tn (Sn+1 )
p(Hm )znm
Z
ρ0n+1,λm (ξtn (x))
+
p(x | Hm , tn )dx
m
p(Hm )zn+1
{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }
ρ0n,λm (tn )
m̄
= Qm
tn (Sn+1 )
p(Hm )znm
Z
ρ0n+1,λm (ξtn (x))
+
p(x | Hm , tn )dx
| Hm ,tn )
p(Hm )znm p(xp(x
| tn )
ρ0n,λm (tn )
p(Hm )znm

ρ0n,λm (tn ) = 1{Snm̄ } p(Hm )znm


m̄
+ 1{S̄n } p(Hm )znm Qm
tn Sn+1

Z
0
+
ρn+1,λm dQtn ,

Assuming that the optimal policy as stated in Corollary III.2
is used, the detection errors can be written as:


for tn ∈ Snm
0
αnm (tn ) = 1
for tn ∈ Snm̄ (36)


m
E[αn+1 (tn+1 ) | Hm , tn ] for tn ∈ S̄n
The expected value in (36) can be rewritten as:
m
E[αn+1
(tn+1 ) | Hm , tn ]
Z
m
= αn+1
dQm
tn
m
m } dQ
1{ξtn ∈Sn+1
tn

m
αn+1
dQm
tn
Z
m̄
= Qm
tn (Sn+1 ) +

+

{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }

For tn ∈ Snm , it holds that

{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }

m
αn+1
dQm
tn

ρ0n,λm (tn )
0
=
= 0 = αnm (tn )
p(Hm )znm p(Hm )znm

{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }

Z

ρ0n+1,λm dQtn

C. Proof of Theorem V.1
It has to be shown that
max

{ξtn ∈Sn } i=1,i6=m

ρ0n+1,λm (ξtn (x))p(x | tn )dx

which is true by Lemma IV.2. Hence, Theorem IV.1 holds for
αnm . Since the proof for βnm does not differ significantly from
the one stated in [11, Appendix E] it is skipped here.

λ≥0,µ≥0

B. Proof of Theorem IV.1

Z

p(Hm )znm

Z

{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }

which is the expression stated in Lemma IV.2. It is left to show
that the order of the integration and the differentiation with
respect to λm can be interchanged. Due to space constraints,
this proof is laid down in [36, Appendix C].

M
X

1

m̄
ρ0n,λm (tn ) = p(Hm )znm Qm
tn (Sn+1 ) +

{S̄n+1 }

Z

m̄
= Qm
tn (Sn+1 )

+

Hence, the derivative of ρn with respect to λm is

=

{ξtn ∈S̄n+1 }

(37)

max

λ≥0,µ≥0

Lᾱ,β̄ (λ, µ) =
(
)
M
X
ρ0 (t0 )−
p(Hm )(λm ᾱm + µm β̄ m )

(38)

m=1

attains its maximum for some non-negative and finite values
of λ? , µ? and that the solutions of (38) and (7) coincide.
By applying Lemma IV.2 and Theorem IV.1, one obtains
∂
L (λ, µ) = p(Hm )(αm − ᾱm ) , m = 1, . . . , M ,
∂λm ᾱ,β̄
∂
L (λ, µ) = p(Hm )(β m − β̄ m ) , m = 1, . . . , M .
∂µm ᾱ,β̄
Since all constraints in (7) are inequality constraints, λ? /µ?
are solutions of (7) if λ? /µ? are positive and the corresponding
derivative vanishes, or if λ? /µ? are zero and the corresponding
derivative is negative. The first case, i.e., when the gradient
vanishes, holds, if
αm = ᾱm and β m = β̄ m , m = 1, . . . , M ,
i.e., the constraints are fulfilled with equality. It now has to
be shown that these λ? , µ? are non-negative and finite. This is
only outlined for λ? , since it can be shown similarly for µ? .
We first consider the limit
∂
lim
Lᾱ,β̄ (λ, µ) = p(Hm )(0 − ᾱm ) < 0 ,
λm →∞ ∂λm
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which contradicts the fact that an infinitely large λm is a
solution of (38), since a negative gradient would only result
in a maximum if and only if λ?m = 0. Next, the gradient at
λ?m = 0 needs closer inspection, i.e.,
∂
L (λ, µ)
∂λm ᾱ,β̄

λ?
m =0

= p(Hm )(αm − ᾱm ) .

At this point, it has to be mentioned again that the cost for
rejecting hypothesis Hm does not only depend on λm but
rather on all λi as well as on µj , j ∈ {1, . . . , M } \ m. Hence,
even if λ?m = 0, i.e., the constraint on the error probability
under Hm is not enforced with equality, it can still be satisfied
implicitly, as a consequence of the remaining constraints. We
distinguish the two cases in which the resulting detection error
is smaller and larger than the error constraint ᾱm , respectively.
In the former case, the gradient is negative. This results, in
combination with λ?m = 0, in an optimum (complementary
slackness). In the case where the resulting detection error is
larger than the constraint, the gradient becomes positive. This
contradicts the assumption that λ?m is an optimal solution. Due
to the concavity of Lᾱ,β̄ (λ, µ) and the fact that an infinitely
large λm results in a negative gradient, a positive gradient
for λm = 0 implies that there exists a positive and finite λ?m
such that the gradient vanishes. That is, the designed sequential
scheme fulfills the requirements and is of minimum run-length
by definition. It can now be easily shown that the optimal
objective is the average run-length:
?

?

Lᾱ,β̄ (λ , µ ) = ρ0 (t0 ) −
= E[τ ] +
−
= E[τ ]

M
X

p(Hm )(λ?m ᾱm

+

µ?m β̄ m )

m=1
M
X

p(Hm )(λ?m ᾱm + µ?m β̄ m )

D. Regularized Problem Formulation
In order to ensure numerical stability of the LP, we modify
(23) as follows

M
X
max
ρ0 (t0 ) −
p(Hm )(λm ᾱm + µm β̄ m )
m=1

s.t. ρn ≤

?
Dm,n

ρn ≤ 1 +

Z

ba

(41)

(42)

m=1

(43)

The conditional posterior predictive can now by calculated as

m=1


N Z
1 X
ρn (tn )dν(tn )
+ε
N + 1 n=0

− n2

Γ(an )
(bm,n )an Γ(a)
Hence, the posterior probabilities are given by
− n
Γ(an )
ba
,
p(Hm | tn ) = Kp(Hm ) 2π 2
(bm,n )an Γ(a)
where the normalization constant K is given by
!−1
M
X
K=
p(Hm | tn )
.
= 2π

m=1

This concludes the proof.

λ≥0,µ≥0
ρn ∈L

E. Derivation of the Posterior Probabilities of the Hypotheses
According to Bayes’ theorem, we can calculate the posterior
probability as
p(tn | Hm )p(Hm )
p(Hm | tn ) =
.
p(tn )
The marginal density is given by:
Z
p(tn | Hm ) = p(tn | Hm , σ 2 )p(σ 2 )dσ 2

 Pn
Z
2
 n
2 −2
k=1 (xk − Am )
=
2πσ
exp −
2σ 2

 a
(40)
b
b
× exp − 2
dσ 2
σ Γ(a)
Using the parametrization given in (31) and (32), we obtain
− n
Γ(an )
ba
p(tn | Hm ) = 2π 2
(bm,n )an Γ(a)
Z
× IGam(σ 2 | an , bm,n )dσ 2

F. Derivation of the Posterior Predictive
The posterior predictive can be factorized as
M
X
p(x | Hm , tn )p(Hm | tn ) .
p(x | tn ) =

p(Hm )(λ?m αm + µ?m β m )

m=1
M
X
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(39)

, m = 1, . . . , M, n = 0, . . . , N ,
ρn+1 dQtn , n = 0, . . . , N − 1 ,

where ε is a small positive constant and ν(tn ) is some strictly
increasing measure on (Et , Et ). Under some mild conditions,
the objective is still bounded and the resulting test is almost
optimal. See, e.g., [11, Appendix G] for details.

p(x | Hm , tn )
Z
= p(x | Hm , σ 2 )p(σ 2 | Hm , tn )dσ 2


Z
(bm,n )an 2 an −1
bm,n
=
(σ )
exp − 2
Γ(an )
σ


2
(x
−
A
)
m
dσ 2
× (2πσ 2 )−0.5 exp −
2σ 2
1 (bm,n )an
=√
2π Γ(an )


Z
bm,n + 0.5(x − Am )2
2 an −1.5
× (σ )
exp −
dσ 2
σ2
Substituting
ãn = an + 0.5
we obtain

and b̃m,n = bm,n + 0.5(x − Am )2 ,

p(x | Hm , tn )
1 (bm,n )an
=√
2π Γ(an )


Z
bm,n + 0.5(x − Am )2
2 an −1.5
× (σ )
exp −
dσ 2
σ2
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1 (bm,n )an
p(x | Hm , tn ) = √
2π Γ(an )
!
Z
b̃
m,n
× (σ 2 )ãn −1 exp − 2
dσ 2
σ

1 (bm,n )an Γ(ãn )
=√
2π Γ(an ) (b̃m,n )ãn
!
Z
(b̃m,n )ãn 2 ãn −1
b̃m,n
×
dσ 2
(σ )
exp − 2
Γ(ãn )
σ

1 (bm,n )an Γ(ãn )
=√
.
(44)
2π Γ(an ) (b̃m,n )ãn
Inserting (44) and (41) into (43) and using K as defined in
(42), the posterior predictive is given by
M
X
− n+1
Γ(ãn )
ba
2
p(x | tn ) = K 2π
.
p(Hm )
Γ(a) (b̃m,n )ãn
m=1
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A

Proof of Corollary III.1

It has to be shown that if all λm and all µm , m = 1, . . . , M , are finite, then ρn+1 is Qtn -integrable for all
tn ∈ Et and all 0 ≤ n < N . From the definition of the cost function ρn , one can directly see that
Z
Z
Z
?
ρn+1 dQtn ≤ gdQtn ≤ Dm,n+1
dQtn .

?
With the definition of Dn+1,m
, m = 1, . . . , M , the integral on the right hand side can be written as

Z

?
Dm,n+1
dQtn

Z

=

µm p(Hm | tn+1 ) Var[Θm | Hm , tn+1 ] +

= µm

Z

M
X

+

M
X

i=1,i6=m

λi p(Hi | tn+1 )dQtn

p(Hm | tn , xn+1 ) Var[Θm | Hm , tn , xn+1 ]p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1

i=1,i6=m

λi

Z

p(Hi | tn , xn+1 )p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1 .

(S-A.1)
(S-A.2)

According to [1, Appendix B], we can simplify (S-A.1) to
Z
µm p(Hm | tn , xn+1 ) Var[Θm | Hm , tn , xn+1 ]p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1 =µm Var[Θm | Hm , tn ] .

Moreover, (S-A.2) reduces to
M
X

λi

i=1,i6=m

Z

p(Hi | tn , xn+1 )p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1 =

i=1,i6=m

Hence, we can conclude that
Z

ρn+1 dQtn ≤

Z

M
X

?
Dm,n+1
dQtn = µm Var[Θm | Hm , tn ] +

M
X

λi p(Hi | tn ) .

i=1,i6=m

λi p(Hi | tn ) < ∞ ,

which is finite as long as all λm , µm , m = 1, . . . , M , are finite since the posterior probabilities of Hm are
finite by definition and the posterior variance is finite by assumption A4.
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B

Proof of Lemma IV.1

In order to proof Lemma IV.1, we first transfer the cost functions defined in Theorem III.1, the boundary of
the stopping region defined in (18) and the probability measure defined in (16) to another domain. In the
new domain they depend on the sufficient statistic as well as on the posterior probabilities. The posterior
probability of Hm , m = 1, . . . , M , is denoted by em,n in what follows. The posterior probabilities are collected
in the tuple en = (e1,n , . . . , eM,n ), which is defined on the metric state space (Ee , Ee ). Hence, the combined
cost for deciding in favor of Hm is given by
?
D̃m,n
(tn , en ) =

M
X

i=1,i6=m

λi ei,n + µm em,n Var[Θm | Hm , tn ]

We can now rewrite the overall cost function as

˜ n , en )
ρ̃n (tn , en ) = min g̃(tn , en ), d(t

n<N,

ρ̃N (tN , eN ) = g̃(tN , eN ) ,

where the cost functions for continuing and stopping the test are defined as
 ?
?
(tn , en ), . . . , D̃M,n
(tn , en ) ,
g̃(tn , en ) = min D̃1,n
Z
˜ n , en ) = 1 + ρ̃n+1 (ξt (x), ξ˜t (en , x))p(x | tn )dx .
d(t
n
n

The transition kernel of the posterior probabilities is given by en+1 = ξ˜tn (en , x). The equivalent of the
probability measure defined in (16) is given by


Q̃tn ,en (B × B̃) = P x ∈ EX : ξtn (x) ∈ B, ξ˜tn (en , x) ∈ B̃ ,
for all elements B of the Borel σ-algebra on Et and all elements B̃ of the σ-algebra on Ee . Finally, the
counterpart of the boundary of the stopping region defined in (18) is given by

˜ n , en ) .
∂ S̃n = (tn , en ) ∈ Et × Ee : g̃(tn , en ) = d(t

Before we can prove that the boundary of the stopping region is a P-null set, two auxiliary lemmas have to
be introduced.
Lemma S-B.1. Let a = (a1 , . . . , aM ) and let a · en denote the element-wise product. Then for all a ∈ RM
≥0 ,
all tn ∈ Et and all en ∈ Ee it holds that
min{a1 , . . . , aM , 1}g̃(tn , en ) ≤ g̃(tn , a · en ) ≤ max{a1 , . . . , aM , 1}g̃(tn , en ) .
Proof. Since the proof for the upper and lower bound do not differ significantly, only the proof for the lower
bound is outlined here. Let a? = min{a1 , . . . , aM }, then it holds that
 ?
?
g̃(tn , a · en ) = min D̃1,n
(tn , a · en ), . . . , D̃M,n
(tn , a · en )
(S-B.1)


1 ?
1 ?
D̃ (tn , a · en ), . . . , ? D̃M,n
(tn , a · en ) .
(S-B.2)
= a? min
a? 1,n
a

It further holds that
1 ?
D̃ (tn , a · en ) =
a? m,n

M
X

i=1,i6=m

ai
am
?
λi ei,n + µm ? em,n Var[Θm | Hm , tn ] ≥ D̃m,n
(tn , en )
?
a
a

since a? ≤ am , ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , M }.
2

(S-B.3)
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Applying (S-B.3) to (S-B.1), yields
 ?
?
g̃(tn , a · en ) = min D̃1,n
(tn , a · en ), . . . , D̃M,n
(tn , a · en )


1 ?
1 ?
?
D̃ (tn , en ), . . . , ? D̃M,n (tn , en )
= a min
a? 1,n
a

?
?
?
≥ a min D̃1,n (tn , en ), . . . , D̃M,n (tn , en )
 ?
?
≥ min{a? , 1} min D̃1,n
(tn , en ), . . . , D̃M,n
(tn , en ) = min{a1 , . . . , aM , 1}g̃(tn , en )

which is the lower bound stated in Lemma S-B.1.



Lemma S-B.2. Let a = (a1 , . . . , aM ) and let a · en denote the element-wise product. Then for all a ∈ RM
≥0 ,
all tn ∈ Et and all en ∈ Ee it holds that
min{a1 , . . . , aM , 1}ρ̃n (tn , en ) ≤ ρ̃n (tn , a · en ) ≤ max{a1 , . . . , aM , 1}ρ̃n (tn , en ) .
Proof. Since the proofs for the upper and lower bound do not differ significantly, only the proof for the lower
bound is outlined here. First of all, it has to be mentioned that the transition kernel relating the posterior
probabilities em,n and em,n+1 is linear in em,n , i.e.,
p(xn+1 | Hm , tn )
em,n+1 = ξ˜tn (en , xn+1 ) = en
.
p(xn+1 | tn )

(S-B.4)

The proof is done via induction. Let a? = min{a1 , . . . , aM } and assume that Lemma S-B.2 holds for some
0 < n < N . Then, by applying (S-B.4), it holds for n − 1 that


Z
˜
ρ̃n−1 (tn−1 , a · en−1 ) = min g̃(tn−1 , a · en−1 ), 1 + ρ̃n (ξtn−1 (xn ), ξtn−1 (a · en−1 , xn )p(xn | tn−1 )dxn


Z
˜
= min g̃(tn−1 , a · en−1 ), 1 + ρ̃n (ξtn−1 (xn ), a · ξtn−1 (en−1 , xn )p(xn | tn−1 )dxn .
By applying Lemma S-B.2 and Lemma S-B.1, one obtains


Z
ρ̃n−1 (tn−1 , a · en−1 ) ≥ min g̃(tn−1 , a · en−1 ), 1 + a? ρ̃n (ξtn−1 (xn ), ξ˜tn−1 (en−1 , xn ))p(xn | tn−1 )dxn


Z
≥ min a? g̃(tn−1 , en−1 ), 1 + a? ρ̃n (ξtn−1 (xn ), ξ˜tn−1 (en−1 , xn ))p(xn | tn−1 )dxn


Z
= min a? g̃(tn−1 , en−1 ), 1 + a? ρ̃n dQ̃tn−1 ,en−1 .

We can further state that




Z
Z
?
?
?
?
?
min a g̃(tn−1 , en−1 ), 1 + a
ρ̃n dQ̃tn−1 ,en−1 ≥ min a g̃(tn−1 , en−1 ), a + a
ρ̃n dQ̃tn−1 ,en−1


Z
?
≥ a min g̃(tn−1 , en−1 ), 1 + ρ̃n dQ̃tn−1 ,en−1 .

With these results, we can conclude that Lemma S-B.2 holds for n − 1 if it holds for n. The induction basis
is given by n = N , where it holds that
ρ̃N (tN , a · eN ) = g̃N (tN , a · eN ) ≥ a? g̃N (tN , eN ) = a? ρN (tN , eN ) .

Now, with the help of Lemma S-B.2 and Lemma S-B.1, Lemma IV.1 can be proven easily by contradiction.
Assume, that there exists a non-zero probability Q̃tn ,en (∂ S̃n ) that the test hits the boundary of the stopping
region with its next update for some n < N . Since the posterior probabilities eN are assumed to be
3
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continuous random variables a tn ∈ Et and an interval [e•n , a · e•n ] with a = (a1 , . . . , aM ) and am > 1 for all
m = 1, . . . , M have to exist for which the costs for stopping and continuing are equal. Mathematically, this
can be written as
Z
g̃(tn , a · en ) = 1 + ρ̃n+1 dQ̃tn ,en ∀en ∈ [e•n , a · e•n ] .
(S-B.5)
With the previous results we can conclude that
Z
Z
1 + ρ̃n+1 dQ̃tn ,a·e•n = 1 + ρ̃n+1 (ξtn (xn+1 ), ξ˜tn (a · en , xn+1 ))p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1
Z
= 1 + ρ̃n+1 (ξtn (xn+1 ), a · ξ˜tn (en , xn+1 ))p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1
Z
?
ρ̃n+1 (ξtn (xn+1 ), ξ˜tn (en , xn+1 ))p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1
≥1+a
Z
> a? + a? ρ̃n+1 (ξtn (xn+1 ), ξ˜tn (en , xn+1 ))p(xn+1 | tn )dxn+1


Z
= a? 1 + ρ̃n+1 dQ̃tn ,a·e•n = a? g(tn , en ) ≥ g(a · en ),
where a? = min{a1 , . . . , aM }. The first and last inequality are to Lemma S-B.2 and Lemma S-B.1, respectively. This contradicts the assumption that there exist a tn ∈ Et and an interval [e•n , a · e•n ] in which the
costs for stopping and continuing the test are equal. Due to the fact that ∂ S̃n and ∂Sn only differ in their
representation, this contradiction also implies that Qtn (∂Sn ) = 0, ∀tn ∈ Et . This concludes the proof. 

C

Interchangeability of the Order of Integration and Differentiation in the Proof of Lemma IV.2

In the proof of Lemma IV.2, we assumed that the order of the integration and the differentiation can be
interchanged. According to the differentiation lemma [2, Lemma 16.2.] this holds if and only if
1. The function ρn+1 (tn+1 ) has to be Qtn -integrable for all 0 ≤ n < N and all tn ∈ Et .
2. The function ρn (tn ) has to be differentiable for all 0 ≤ n ≤ N and all tn ∈ Et .
m
3. A set of functions hm
n and fn has to exist, which are independent of λm and µm , respectively. It must
further hold

|ρ0n,λm (tm )| ≤ hm
n (tn ) ,

|ρ0n,µm (tm )|

≤

fnm (tn ) ,

∀m ∈ {1, . . . , M } ,

∀m ∈ {1, . . . , M } .

(S-C.1)
(S-C.2)

Condition 1 is true by Corollary III.1, but conditions 2 and 3 have still to be proven. The proof is only
carried out for the derivatives with respect to λm , since it can be proven analogously with the derivatives
with respect to µm . Assume that the differentiation lemma holds for some n ≥ 1 and some m ∈ {1, . . . , M }.
It has now to be shown that the differentiation lemma holds for n − 1 as well. On the stopping region, the
derivative is given by
ρ0n−1,λm (tm ) = 1{Snm̄ } p(Hm | tn ) ,
which is well defined and bounded. On the complement of the stopping region, it holds that
Z
Z
∂
∂
m m
m̄
ρn−1 (tn ) =
ρn dQtn−1 = p(Hm )zn Qtn−1 (Sn ) +
ρ0n,λm dQtn−1 .
∂λm
∂λm
S̄n
4

(S-C.3)
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Due to the assumption that the differentiation lemma already holds for n, we can show that for tn ∈ S̄n it
holds that
Z
∂
m̄
(S
)
+
ρ0n,λm dQtn−1
ρn−1 (tn ) = p(Hm )znm Qm
tn−1
n
∂λm
S̄n
Z
m̄
ρ0n,λm dQtn−1
(S
+
)
≤ p(Hm )znm Qm
tn−1
n
m̄
= p(Hm )znm Qm
tn−1 (Sn ) +

=

m̄
p(Hm )znm Qm
tn−1 (Sn )

+

Z

Z

S̄n

S̄n

S̄n

ρ0n,λm dQtn−1

hm
n dQtn−1 .

Hence, the derivative is bounded on S̄n as well. For the induction basis ρN it holds that
ρ0N,λm = 1{SNm̄ } p(Hm | tN ) < ∞ ,
and therefore
ρ0N,λm = 1{SNm̄ } p(Hm | tN ) = hm
N (tn ) .
This concludes the proof.
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